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Disturbance supervision
in feedback loops

Tore Hägglund

Department of Automatic Control
Lund Institute of Tec-hnology

5-22100 Lund, Sweden

Abstract: This paper treats the problem of disturbance supervision in feed-
back loops. Disturbances in feedback loops a,re unavoidable, but there are
certain disturbances that can and should, be eliminated. These disturbances
can be introduced to the control loop from an external source, but they can
also be generated inside the loop by friction in the valves or actuators. A
procedure to detect these disturbances is presented, as well as those actions
that should be taken to remove them. The detection procedure does not have
any parameters to be tuned by the operator. It is intended to be included on
a supervisory level in both adaptive and constant parameter controllers.

1 fntroduction

There are always disturbances in feedback loops. If not, there would not be
any reason to use feedback, but the process input signal could be given a
consta,nt value once and for all.

The controller is normally not able to eliminate the effects of the dis-
turbances completely. The disturba,nces introduce control errors and conse-
quently deteriorate the control. It is therefore of interest to try to eliminate
the disturbances, if possible. This can be done in different ways depending
on the origin of the disturbances. If the disturbances are introduced from an
external source one should of course try to remove them at the source. If this
is not possible, feedforward could be tried. If the disturbances are generated
by friction inside the loop, valve maintenance should be performed.

The problem of load disturba¡rces is of particular importance in adaptive
control. Oscillating disturbances with frequencies in the neighbourhood of the
ultimate frequency is one of the most common reasons for bad performance in
adaptive control. See Hägglund (1991). These disturba¡rces will detune most
adaptive controllers, since the adaptive controllers interpret the oscillations
as a result of a too high loop gain. It is therefore of interest to detect this
situation automatically and stop the adaptation to avoid the detuning.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the problem of
load disturbances is further discussed, and the need for disturbance detection
procedures is demonstrated. Section 3 treats the problem of friction in feed-
back loops, and it is shown that friction can conveniently be handled in the
context ofload disturba¡rces. Section 4 presents a detection procedure, which
provides a detection of oscillating disturbances. The diagnosis problem, i.e.
how to isolate and eliminate the disturbances, is treated in Section 5. The
detection procedure is analysed in Section 6, a"nd conclusions are finally given
is Section 7.
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Figure 1. A simple feedback loop

2. Disturbances in feedback loops

By "disturbances" rve mean all signals that a¡e introduced to the feedback
loop. It ca^n e.g. be set-point cha,nges introduced to the controller, high
frequency noise added to the measurement signal or load changes, caused e.g.

by cha^nged operating conditions, introduced somewhere in the process. In
the next section, it will be shown that friction can also be treated as a load
disturbance added to the control signal.

The set-point change distu¡bances will not be treated in the following
discussion. It differs from other disturbances in the sense that it is always
known to the controller and can therefore be treated in special ways such as

passing it through filters or ramping modules.
The disturbances should be treated by the controller in different ways

depending on their frequency content. 'We will distinguish between high fre-
quencies (HF), middle range frequencies (MF) a,nd low frequencies (LF). These
notations are of course coupled to the frequency response of the process. The
frequency range around the process ultimate frequency ør' i.e. the frequency
range where the process has a phase lag of about -180o, will be denoted
middle range.

Consider the simple feedback loop in Figure 1-, consisting of a process P(s)
and a controller C(s). We will investigate how load disturba¡rces I/(s), entering
the control loop at the process input, a,re transferred to the measurement signal
Y(s). The transfer function between lz(s) and Y(s) is given by

(1)

We will determine the magnitude of Gor(iø) for frequencies in the LF, MF
and HF regions respectively. To do so, we will first determine the magnitudes
of P(iu) and C(iø) at these frequencies.

The process has normally a low-pass character, which means that the
process gain at high frequencies, lP(iu¡¡y)1, is small. The process gain in
the middle range area has normally an order of magnitude equal to one. We
shall say that lP(iu¡¡r)l is "moderate". The value of.lP(i,u1y)l is normally
moderate or, if it is an integrating process, high.

If the controller contains an integrator, the magnitude of C(iu¡y) is high.
The controller has a moderate magnitude at middle range frequencies, i.e.

lc(i,u¡¡p)l is moderate. At high frequencies,lC(i,u¡¡y)l is moderàte or small,
depending on whether the controller has high frequency roll offor not.

To summarize, in the normal situation the controller C(i,u) and the pro-
cess P(iø) have the magnitudes given in Table 1. F\om these observations,

G,r(")= r*#O
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Table 1. Process (f(iø)) and controller (C(io)) gains for low frequencies (LF),
middle range frequencies (MI') and high frequencies (HF)

LF MF HF

lr(iu)l
lc(tu)l

high/moderate

hieh

moderate

moderate

small

moderate/small

r¡e can draw the following conclusions concerning the frequency dependence
of the load disturbance:

At low frequencies,

lG"o$u¡¡)l N
1

v@;Ã
Since the controller has a high gain at low frequencies, we can furthermore con-
clude that the effects of low frequency disturbances a¡e eliminated effectively
by the controller.

At high frequencies,

lG "uþu ¡¡ ¡')l 
x 

I 
P (iu 7¡ p)l

Since the process has a low pass cha,racter, we can conclude that these distur-
bances a,re effectively filtered out by the process. High frequency components
in the measurement signal are therefore normally not introduced in the process,

but in the sensor or on the connections between the sensor and the controller.
Since they do not contain any valuable information about the status of the
process, they should be filtered out by the controller. It is also importa,nt not
to transfer these signals to the controller output, since they may carlse wear
on the actuating equipment.

At middle range frequencies, both the process and the controller have
moderate magnitudes. This means that these disturbances are neither elimi-
nated by the controller, nor filtered out by the process. Since the phase shift of
P(iu¡ap)C(iuup) is close to -1800, these disturbances may even be amplified
because of the feedback.

The observations above are illustrated in Figure 2. The figure shows the
controller and process outputs when the controlloop is subjected to sinusoidal
load disturbances of different frequencies and unit amplitude. The process has
the tra^nsfer function

P(s): -+.-
r.e + 1)3

and the controller is a PI controller tuned according to the Ziegler-Nichols
rules. The controller parameters are K = 3.2 and T; = 2.9 respectively. In
Figure 2, the process output is almost una,ffected by the low frequency distr:r-
bances because of the controller compensations. The middle range frequency
dirt*b-r"ài *" u*pUfied bec.usè of thà feédback, a,nd ii is obvious ihui ttt"
controller is unable to compensate for these disturbances. The high frequency
disturbances are filtered out by the process. ft mea,ns that both the process
and controller outputs are unaffected by the disturbances.
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Figure 2. The process and controller outputs when the load disturbance ie a
sinusoid with low (LF) middle range (MF) and high frequency (HF)

The analysis above shows that the most severe disturbances a¡e those
with frequencies in the middle range. These disturba,nces are too fast to be
treated efficiently by the controller, and they ¿rre too slow to be filtered out.
The result is that the quality of the control deteriorates when the control loop
is subjected to middle r¡mge frequency disturbances.

The disturbances are most severe in quality control loops, where they will
result in a less r¡niform product. The IAE or the .I5,8 criteria can often be
used as economic-performa¡rce criteria of the plant. See Shinskey (1990). In
other control loops, where the va,riations in the measurement signal perhaps
ca,n be accepted, the oscillations in the control signal will often result in a

higher energy consumption. Even if one can accept disturbances like those in
figure 2 in a certain control loop, these distu¡bances are often transferred to
other control loops where the consequences are higher.

Therefore, it is recomrnendable to try to remove the middle range fre-
quency disturbances from the control loops. To guide the operator in this
work, a detection procedure for automatic detection of these disturbances is
presented in Section 4.

3. Fliction in valves

The previous section dealt with disturba,nces that rvere generated outside the
feedback loop. In this section, disturbances that are generated inside the loop
will be treated.

A valve (or actuator) with friction is known to result in "stick slip" mo-
tion and oscillations. Figure 3 shows an example of a control loop which is
subjected to severe disturbances which the c<¡ntroller obviously is unable to

020
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Figure 3. Stick slip motion in a flow control loop

compensate for. The disturba^nces are generated inside the loop because of too
high friction in the valve. The example is a flow control loop in a paper mill.
The figure shows the result of a step cha,nge in the set point. The controller
used was a PI controller with controller parameters

K = 0.30

T; = 34s

Notice that the settling time is very long.

Íbiction rnodeled as load disturbances

ftiction in valves gives rise to nonlinea¡ phenomena. The natures of these
nonlinearities vary, depending on the type of valve and the type of friction
(Coulomb, viscous, static). Some valves have a design that gives rise to an
unsymmetric friction, so that the friction is muc"h higher when the valve opens
than when it closes (or vice versa). The friction will furthermore often result
in wear which gives rise to more or less hysteresis in the valve.

Fri¿tioñ háf often been tiéãtéil udiñg non-linear a^nãIysia; é.9. dèscribing
function techniques. See e.g. Smith (1958). These methods are powerful and
give lots of insight to the problem. We have, however, decided not to use
nonlinear a^nalysis in this project. The major reason is the great variety of

60

FLOW [7o]
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nonlinearities that may appear and that we don't want to limit ourselves to
any specific type of friction or valve.

A comrnon feature of all types of friction is that they force the process
input to be constant during certain periods, and to jump at certain time
instants. The friction can therefore be modeled as a load disturbance u(t)
added to the control signal ø(ú) according to Figure 1. The disturbance signal
o(ú) representing the friction takes the following values:

u(t) :
0 ifno friction

u(t;) - u(t) if friction and ú¿ ( ú ( Q11, i = L,2,.
(2)

where t;r'i, : L,2,... are the time instants when the valve jumps to a new
position. In Equation (2) it is assumed that when the valve jumps, it jumps
to the position corresponding to the actual value of the control signal z(ú).
This might not always be the case, but this restriction will not be of any
importance for the further discussion.

Deterrnination of oscillation frequency

If the valve in the control loop has too high friction, resulting in stick slip
motion, it should of course be subjected to maintenance. It is very common
that the oscillations caused by the friction are believed to be caused by bad
controller tuning, and the controllers are therefore often detr:led by decreasing
the gain or increasing the integral time. So was the case with the flow loop
presented in Figure 3. A retuning of the controller resulted in the following
controller parameters :

K :0.19

T¿:2s
Notice that the integral time was decreased from 34s to 2s! A step response
experiment using the new controller settings is shown in Figure 4. The settling
time is significantly shorter than in Figure 3. It is also more obvious that the
oscillations are really caused by friction, since we have the typical pattern of
the measurement signal being close to a squa,re wave a,nd the control signal
close to a tria,ngulat Ìvave.

The period of oscillationTo". is dependent of the process dynamics, the
controller dynamics and the nature of the friction. In Figure 4, we have a
situation of almost pure static friction. The period of oscillatioî To"" can in
this case be calculated in the following way.

Assume that we have a situation where the measurement signal is oscil-
lating around the set point because of static friction in the control loop. This
mearì.s that the friction will force the valve to move only when the control
signal has changed an amount Au since the last valve movement. Assume fur-
ther that the oscillation is symmetric and that the control error e is constant
between the valve changes, i.e. that it forms a squa^re wave. The amplitude
lel is given by the static process gain Ko times the amplitude of the control
signal:

p1: {À!"1
2 (3)

The output from the PI controller is

u(t)=x("p¡-J,,1"Ød,)
\
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Figure 4. Stick slip motion in a flow control loop - retuned controller

The control error e carlses the control signal to cha.nge an amount Au between
two consecutive valve jumps. This gives

900

Using Equation (3) and the fact that To"" = 2(t; - ú;-1) we get

Au = *"* ä l:_,"0"= 
r (t *'-P) 

"

A,u= K (t-æ) K"+

ro""=*,(& -t)
This gives

(4)

Equation (4) shows that the oscillation period is increased when the controller
is detuned, i.e. when the gain is decreased or the integral time is increased.
The oscillation period will also be longer if the oscillation is nonsymmetric.

The static gain in the flow loop above was calculated to 3. Together
with the controller parameters K = 0.19 a¡rd ?i = 2¡ this gives a^n estimated
oscillation period equal to Toac = 10s using Equation (4). In fi.gure 4 the
period can be measured to about 12s.

If the controller parameters used in Figure 3 are used in Equation (4),
an oscillation period of 83s is obtained. This is clearly not in agreement with

I



the figure, were a much shorter oscillation period is given. We can therefore
conclude, that with these controller settings, other phenomena tha,n pure static
friction occurs.

The ultimate period fl, of the process was identified to about 3.5s, while
the oscillation period in Figure 4 is about L0¡. With a detuned controller,
Equation (4) shows that the oscillationperiod may become even longer. Hence,

when the disturba,nces are caused by friction, both low frequency a,nd middle
range frequency oscillations a,re seen in the measurement signal, since the
controller is r¡nable to remove these.

To summarize, when the friction in the valves becomes large, stick-slip
motion and oscillations occur in the control loop. These oscillations can not
be eliminated by the controller. The oscillation frequencies can be either of
low or middle range, depend.ing on the controller tuning and the nature of the
friction.

4. Detection of oscillations

In the previous sections, we have described different types of disturbances
which the controller is unable to compensate for. In Section 2, it was demon-
strated that externally generated disturbances with frequencies in the middle
range area lvere particula,rly troublesome. In the previous section, friction was
shown to give rise to serious disturbances in the low or middle range axea.

Since the controller is unable to compensate for these disturbances, and since
they deteriorate the control performance, it is desirable to detect them and
make the operator aware of the problem.

A major problem for the detection is that the nature of the disturbances
that we want to detect can vary quite a lot. The frequency can be both
low or middle range. Furthermore, the disturba¡rces are often fa,r from pure
sinusoidals. See e.g. Figure 4, where the friction results in the characteristic
square wave form of the measurement signal and triangular u¡arre form of the
control signal. The amplitudes can also va,ry. Of course it is more serious if the
amplitude is high, but since we want to detect the disturbances at the source,
even disturbances with a small amplitude is of interest for the detection.

The goal for this project is to obtain a detection procedure which is robust
and easy to use, since the idea is that it should be possible to connect the
procedure to almost every control loop in a process instrumentation. This is
only possible if it is free from parameters to be specified by the user. Such
a procedure will be presented in this section. First, the problem of detecting
isolated load disturbances is treated.

A load disturbance detection procedure

The principle behind this new detection procedure is to study the magnitude
of the integrated absolute error (I AE) between successive zero crossings of the
control erlor, i.e.

¡t;rAE=l 1"1t¡1at (5)
J r,_,

where ú¿-1 and ú¡ are two consecutive times of zero crossings.
During periods of good control, the magnitude of the control error is

small, and the times between the zero crossings axe relatively short. (It is
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assumed that the controller has integral action, so that the average control
error is zero.) This means that during good control, the IAE calcalated in
Equation (5) becomes small. When a load disturbance occurs, the magnitude
of e(t) increases, and a relatively long period without zero crossings occurs.
This means that the IAE becomes la^rge.

'We can therefore conclude that the I AE, calculated according to Equation
(5), can be used to detect load disturbances. When IAE exceeds a certain
limit, which we shall denote IAE¡;,^, it is likely that a load disturbance has
occurred. An advantage with this approach is that we do not assume any
particula,r behaviour of the load disturba¡rce apart from the fact that it should
cause a significant deviation between the measurement signal a,nd the set point.

To complete the detection procedure, a suitable value of IAE¡;rn must be
determined. The choice of this limit is a compromise between the dema,nd
for a high probability of detection and the dema¡rd for a small probability of
getting false detections. A low limit means that the detection probability is
high, but unfortunately also that the rate of false detections becomes high. A
high limit means that only large load distu¡bances will be detected, but with
a smaller probability of false detections.

We will later use the load detection procedure to detect oscillations. Sup-
pose that the control error is a pure sine wave with amplitude ¿ and frequency
ø, and that we want this signal to be detected as a sequence of load distur-
ba,nces. This means that the integral of each half period of the oscillationmust
be greater than IAE¡;-. \Me then get the following upper limit of IAE¿;^

(6)

The procedure should be able to detect oscillations in the low and middle range
area. A requirement is therefore that frequencies up to ultimate frequency ør,
should be detected. A reasonable choice of ¿ is 0.5 %, which means that we
accept L % peak to peak oscillation. These parameter choices give

I AE¡;^ 
= lo"'' 

a sin(ut)dt = ?!

IAE¿¿,^ - t
ut (7)

The ultimate frequency ø,, is known if e.g. the controller is tuned with
a relay autotuner, see .A,ström a^nd Hägglund (1984), but normally it is unfor-
tunately unknown. If the controller is tuned manually, the only information
about the time scale of the process might be the integral time fr. With a
properly tuned PI(D) controller, the integral time is of the same magnitude
as the ultimate oscillation period Tu. fr ø,, is unknown, it will therefore be
replaced by u¿ = 2r lT¿ in Equation (7).

The load detection procedure can therefore be summa¡ized as follows:

1. Choose a suitable acceptable amplitude a, e.g. a:0.5%.
2. Calculate IAE¡;,oasZaf uuif ø., is available, otherwise as2af u¿.

3. Monitor the IAE, where the integration is restarted every time
the control error cJra,nges sign.

4. If the IAE exceeds IAE¡¡,*, conclude that a load disturbance
has occurred.

I



In Figure 4, the IAE is between 5 and 10 for the stable oscillation at
the end of the recording, while 1/ø,, = 0.56 and tf u¿ p 0.32. In this case,

each halfperiod would therefore be detected by the load disturbance detection
procedure above.

Oscillation detectron

Using the load detection procedure, we will now proceed and derive the os-

cillation detection procedure. The underlying idea is to conclude that an
oscillation is present if the frequency of load disturbance detections becomes
high. The behaviour of the control performa,nce is monitored over a certain
period of time, here called the supervision time T"uo. I1 the number of detected
load disturbances exceeds a certain limit, which we denote z¡;-, during this
time, we will conclude that an oscillation is present.

What is then a suitable supervision time? A lower limit is given by the
fact that we want an oscillation with frequency uu to be detected. If nu,o
detections, where every halfperiod is detected as a load disturbance, is to be
obtained during the supervision time, it is required that

T"up 2 n,r^? (g)

where ?, is the ultimate oscillation period. In this project, we have chosen
Ttr¿n = l-0. In this case, Equation (8) gives the lower limit of ?".,p equal to
5?L. The oscillations that we want to detect ma¡ however, have a significantly
longer time period tha¡r ?,. To be able to detect these oscillations, we have
chosen a supervision time which is 10 times longer, i.e.

Taup

If the ultimate period ?, is unknorvn, ïve relate the supervision time to the
controller integral time instead:

T"uP = 50Tí

Now, the algorithm could have been completed: "If at least n¿¿- load dis-
turbances have been detected during the last Taup seconds, conclude that an
oscillation is present". This procedure is, however, quite ineffective to imple-
ment, since it requires that every load detection must be given a time label.
It is easier to make an exponential weighting of the detections in the following
way. At every sarnpling instant, the following procedure is called.

load,:= if a load is detected then 1 else 0;

æ i: .f æ | load;

if æ ) n¿¿r,. t}rren conclude that a"n oscillation is present;

The parameter 7 is related to the supervision time ?"rro as

L,
L-1=T"u'lh

where l¿ is the sampling period of the detection algorithm. This gives the

= 50Tu

following value of 7:
hat:1--

I 
"up
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INITIÂtIZÅTION
a = 0.5 t%l

n-Iin = 10

if the-ultinateJrequency is available then
begin

iae-Iin=2*a/onega-u;
t-sup=5*n-Iin*t-u;

end else
begin

iae-Iin=2*a/onega-i;
t-sup=5*n-Iin*t-i;

end;

gaana=l-h/t-sup;

TOÅD DETECTION

if sign(e) = sign(e-oId) then
begin

iae=iae+abs(e)*h;
load = 0;

end else
begin

if Íae ) iae]in then load = 1 else load = 0;
iae=abs(e)xh;

end;

OSCIIIÂTION DETECTION

¡¡=garnma*x+1oad;
ifx)n-Iinthen
begin

oscillation = true;
x = 0;

end;

Figure 5. The oecillation detection procedure

The oscillation detection procedure is summarized in Figure 5.

5. Diagnosis

When it is detected that a certain control loop is oscillating, it remains to find
out why, i.e. to make a diagnosis. Figure 6, shows a systematic way to obtain
the correct diagnosis.

The first problem is to determine if the oscillations are generated outside
the control loop, or if they a,re generated inside the loop. This ca¡r be done
by disconnecting the feedback by switching the controller to ma¡rual mode. If

1L



Put the controllor in
manual mode

oscillaling
?

Check the valve!
Make small changes in u and
see lf y lollows

generated outside the loop.
Search lor the ¡ourcol

to elim¡nateFrlction
?

Make a valvs ma¡ntenancâ Eliminato tho disturbances

Check lf the controller ¡s
propârly tuned leed

?

Use loed torward

m¡n¡m¡zed

lho conroller so that the
ol tho d¡sturbances

No Yc.

Yes

No

Figure 6. Oscillation diagnosis

the oscillation is still present, the disturbances must be generated outside the
loop, otherwise they vrere generated inside the loop.

Ifthe disturbances are generated inside the loop, the reason can be either
friction in the valve or a badly tuned controller. Whether friction is present
or not can be determined by making small changes in the control signal ø
a¡rd checking if the measurement signal g follows. If friction is causing the
oscillations, the solution to the problem is to make a valve maintena¡rce.

If the disturbances ¿üe generated outside the control loop, one should of
course try to find the source of the disturbances and try to eliminate them.
This is not always possible, even if the source is found. One ca,n then try to
feed the disturbances forward to the controller, and in this way reduce their
effect on the actual control loop.

6. Analysis

In this section, we will investigate which disturbances that will be detected as
oscillations by the proposed oscillation detection procedure.

Yâs

No

Yes

No
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Figure 7. Requirements for detection of a pure aine wave with amplitude ø and
frequency ø. Detection is made for pairs of ¿ ¿nd ø outsidc the shaded area¡.

Suppose first that the disturbances carlses the control error to be a pure
sine wave with amplitude ¿ and frequency ø. There a¡e two requirements that
must be fulfilled if this signal shall be detected as arr. oscillation. The first
one comes from the load detection procedure. Each half period is detected as

a load disturba¡rce if and only if the IAE, where the integrationis resta¡ted
every time the control error e changes sign, is greater than IAE¡¿-, i.e. if

(e)

This requirement is fulflled if the amplitude is sufrciently high and the fre-
quency is sufficiently low.

The second requirement is only imposed on the frequency, not on the
amplitude. The fact that at least z¡¡- half periods must occur within the
supervision time T"* gives a lower bound on the frequency according to

1r/w
IAE = lo"'- 

osin(ut)dt =': r IAE¿¿^

!+, n,,^
7( lu

(10)

The two requirements (9) and (10) a,re illustrated graphically in Figure
7. The two requirements can be united as

1u
Ttup - IAE¡;^

In previous sections, the following values of n¿;rn, IAE¡¿^ and ?"..e have been

13



suggested:
nuro = L0

IAE¡¿^ - I
u!

Taup =50?i, = #
With these values, Relation (11) can be simplified to

# =, 
12usu (12)

where a is given in [%]. A sine wave with amplitude a = 0.5% will thus e.g.
be detected if the frequency is between u,f L0 a,nd ø,..

In the a^nalysis above, it has been assumed that the oscillation is a pure
sine wave. f practice, the shape of the measurement signal is often more like a
squaxe wave than a pure sine wave. Since a square wave has a larger magnitude
of IAE than a sine wave with the same amplitude, these signals a¡e easier to
detect with the presented detection procedure,than the sine waves.

7. Conclusions

Most control problems are solved using feedback, which is a,n approach with
many adva,ntages. However, this approach causes also some problems. Dis-
tu¡bances in the middle range frequency area can not be ha,ndled efficiently -
they may even be amplified because of the feedback. These disturba¡rces ca,n
be introduced to the control loop from an external source, but they ca,n also
be generated inside the loop by friction in the valves or actuators.

In process control, the many control loops are often coupled more or less
strong to each other. This mea,ns, that if one control loop starts to oscillate, it
is likely that this oscillation will be spread to other surrounding control loops.
This is the reason why so ma,rry control loops in the process industry are in
fact oscillating.

The oscillation problem is especially troublesome when adaptive control
is used, since most adaptive controllers will be detuned by oscillating distur-
bances with middle range frequencies.

In this paper, it is suggested to detect this control situation automati-
cally. A robust detection procedure is presented, which is based on the idea of
monitoring the integrated absolute value of the control enor (I AE) between
successive zero crossings of the control error. The method does not assume
a^ny particular shape of the oscillations - only that the measurement signal
should deviate significantly from the set point suffciently many times during
a certain supervision time.

The detection procedure is simple and robust. It does not have any pa-
rameter to be tuned by the operator. It can therefore be connected to all
controllers in a process instrumentation. The operator will then get ala¡ms
from the controllers whenever the control loops sta,rts to oscillate. A diagnosis
procedure is also presented in the paper, which guides the operator in the
problem of finding and eüminating the oscillations.
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